Kei runga tonu i te whenua nga tapuwae o o tatou tupuna ake tonu atu
The footsteps of our ancestors remain on the land forever

Heritage Together – Kotahitanga | Orokohanga Poutama
A Heritage Intent
Western Bay of Plenty |Tauranga | Regionally
Based on 18 months research and a consultation paper 2020

Embarking on a journey together to explore ways that best connect the powerful stories and taonga of
Western Bay of Plenty | Tauranga, and regionally
Photograph acknowledgement: Chris Taylor

Heritage Together – Kotahitanga
Orokohanga Poutama
A community-led Heritage Intent
weaving together the stories and
taonga of Western Bay |
Tauranga
and in turn linking them into
the wider region to create
a vibrant connected
Bay of Plenty Heritage Industry

Heritage Together – Kotahitanga | Orokohanga Poutama
Weaving a stairway from creation towards heritage unity, recognition and excellence

A community-led Heritage Intent

•

Western Bay of Plenty | Tauranga is one of the few regions in Aotearoa | New Zealand without a connected Heritage
Strategy.

•

Taonga Tauranga | Heritage Bay of Plenty (TTHBoP) came together in 2017 as a group of heritage-interested citizens; to
research the issue, to raise heritage awareness, to facilitate conversations between tangata whenua, heritage
organisations, local government, funding agencies, interested commercial entities, the community, and to begin the
journey towards a heritage strategy for our region.

•

Critical to the success of this Intent – now underway - is the coming together of these heritage relationships throughout
Western Bay of Plenty | Tauranga and into the wider Bay of Plenty region.

•

Funding is required for all Intent Stages: Stage One of the Heritage Intent (Western Bay of Plenty | Tauranga) is now
underway with equal funding submissions having been made to Tauranga City Council, BoP Regional Council and
Western Bay of Plenty District Council.
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A community-led Heritage Intent
Why the Intent?
Connecting heritage anchors a vibrant community to its place:

•

Tangata whenua heritage eg: marae - archaeological - other cultural sites

•

Ngāti Pākehā and the rich heritage they bring to the region

•

Economic heritage, ie: port | kiwifruit | avocados | fishing | agriculture

•

Environmental heritage, ie: coastlines | harbours | rivers | mountains | forests | fauna
& flora | ecosystems | national parks | wetlands | wildlife

Creating a strong sense of connected identity, self-worth and deep wellbeing, will have
positive and stimulating outcomes for our region, and the economy as a whole.
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A community-led Heritage Intent
Expected outcomes of the Heritage Intent:
ü Bring environmental, social and cultural heritage together in ways that create
outstanding economic and employment opportunities by creating a new and vibrant
industry around heritage in Western Bay | Tauranga, that in turn will link into heritage
initiatives in the wider Bay of Plenty.
ü Support the new Aotearoa | New Zealand history curriculum with integrated and
seamless Bay of Plenty heritage stories and environmental experiences.
ü Connect commercial heritage to our environmental, cultural and social heritage in
ways that will inspire locals, visitors and those wishing to relocate here.
ü Develop strong relationships and partnerships across the heritage sector.
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A community-led Heritage Intent
Heritage Intent progress todate:
•

Initial Research and Scope document complete.

•

Three successful meetings gradually bringing tangata whenua and other interested heritage organisations
together in partnership: October 2020 | November 2020 | March 2021

•

This heritage group have named the Heritage Together – Kotahitanga intent | Orokohanga Poutama.

•

Speaker Event: April 2021 to a full house: Te Tiriti o Waitangi in Tauranga – Justice Sir Joe Williams, with MC Simon
Dallow telling us his Ngāti Pukenga story – video link: https://youtu.be/rs54DDcSt1o

•

Heritage Symposium 2021 confirmed for 16 September: MC - Andrew Coleman, Heritage New Zealand – with
an array of key heritage informed speakers – workshops - and evening speaker Sir Ian Taylor.

Timeline: TTHBoP in liaison with Tangata Whenua / Heritage Partners

TIMELINE
Stage 1 / 2020/21
SCOPE

•

Develop Stage 1 Scope

•

Establish WBoP|Tauranga relationships including with all three councils

•

Equal funding sought from WBoPDC, TCC, BoP Regional Council and
various other sources to begin Stage 1 of the Intent development

Stage 1 / 2021/22
ENGAGE

•

Start developing heritage relationships with wider Bay of Plenty

•

Continue meetings with WBoP | Tauranga, Tangata Whenua /Heritage
Partners and all three councils (as per above)

•

Project Manager to be engaged to manage Stage 1 of the Intent

•

Stage 1 Heritage Intent engagement and development commences

•

WBoP| Tauranga Tangata Whenua / Heritage Partners start contributing to
Intent

Stage 2 / 2022 onwards
IMPLEMENT Stage 1 and extend Intent
into wider Bay of Plenty

•

Stage 1 draft Intent to be completed and peer reviewed before finalising

•

Commence Implementation of Stage 1 (WBoP | Tauranga)

•

Stage 2 Intent process and relationship development continues into the
wider Bay of Plenty
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Embarking on a guided journey of discovery to find the best ways of connecting the powerful heritage identity
stories of Western Bay of Plenty | Tauranga and linking these stories into the wider Bay of Plenty
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